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ABOUT LIGHTHOUSE
Lighthouse is a commercial-off-the-shelf software system designed to assist organisations
in meeting their obligations under legislation and achieve better practice in procurement.

ABOUT LIGHTHOUSE PROCUREMENT MANAGER
Lighthouse Procurement Manager makes procurement simple. It provides a one-stop-shop
for procurement and is easy to use - even for staff with little or no procurement experience.
Organisation procurement policy is embedded in the system, ensuring compliance by
design. Delegations, workflows and notifications are automated - again achieving
compliance by design. Procurement Manager is fully configurable, meaning your preferred
procurement life-cycle can be configured. Future enhancements can be implemented in real
time as you identify improvements to your procurement business process.

BENEFITS
The benefits of the Lighthouse Procurement Manager include:
One stop shop for procurement and procurement information
Process configured to match your optimised procurement process
Process is contingent on type/value of procurement
Your policy embedded in process (compliance by design/hard control)
All required approvals are obtained at the right time in the procurement process
(compliance by design/hard control)
Only the correct delegates are available for selection (compliance by design/hard
control)
Procurement-to-pay in a single system
End-to-end visibility of every procurement
Lighthouse configuration can evolve as you identify improvements to your process
Comprehensive reporting functionality and data visualisation – real-time and scheduled
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PROCUREMENT
MANAGER
Procurement
Manager
captures
information
relevant to
the type and
value of the
proposed
purchase /
procurement.

Green coloured
tiles on users
Lighthouse
dashboard
provide an
organised
command
centre for all
procurement
requirements
and
outstanding
items.

Authorised users
can generate
reports to view
procurement
related data in
real time.
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PROCURMENT
MANAGER
WORKFLOW
OVERVIEW
Step 1: System
administrators
can upload
their
organisational
chart to
Lighthouse
(i.e. Managers,
delegations
and staff).

Step 2:
Users
submit a
procurement
request to
their
manager to
approve /
deny that
request.
Step 3: The manager
then receives a
notification that a
procurement request
requires their action
(i.e. approve/deny the
request).
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BUILD YOUR
PROCUREMENT
LIFE CYCLE IN
LIGHTHOUSE
01

Initiate procurement

Single self-service starting point.

07

Evaluation

Evaluate quotations/responses
against evaluation criteria.

02
08

Select procurement category
Aligned to your organisations
procurement categories.

Workflow to delegate/s
Automated workflow and
notifications to delegates.
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Estimate value range

This will determine process for this
procurement.

Contract generation

Automated creation of contract
documentation using organisation
templates.
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Define the requirement

Information collected relevant to
procurement category and
commensurate with value.
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Contract execution

Executed contract uploaded in
Lighthouse, FMIS updated with
commitment data.

05

Estimate expenditure

Correct delegations automatically
assigned for value/category of
procurement.
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Contract management

Management of milestones (if any),
goods-receipting, FMIS updated
with expense data.

06

Follow procurement method

Lighthouse guides users through
correct procurement method for
value of procurement (e.g. 3 quotes,
tender etc.).
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Payment

Invoice verification, automated
workflow to AP.
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1300 795 581

6/43 Comrie Street
Wanniassa ACT 2903
info@torquesoftware.com.au
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